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Status

● REST/TAP code currently in the VSO test environment

https://vso1.nascom.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/search

PROBA2 data searchable under Provider ESA

● Currently REST/TAP code being tested in the new IDL/SSW server
● REST/TAP code will be in production for the VSO web client & the IDL/SSW 

client before the end of 2022
● Support for REST/TAP in the VSO by the SunPy client will follow, and require 

changes in the SunPy code (~Q1 2023) Queries work, file retrieval doesn’t

https://vso1.nascom.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/search?time=1&instrument=1&version=current&build=1


Technical challenges encountered

● Interface between VSO and TAP
○ VSO was initially developed using SOAP and CGI in 2004-6
○ REST/TAP support is the first RESTful interface in the VSO codebase
○ SOAP and RESTful services have to co-exist in the VSO codebase

Two Key Challenges in adding REST/TAP to the VSO:

➢ Store the metadata needed by REST/TAP services in a DB whilst simultaneously handling the existing 
registry for SOAP data, all within a multi-threaded backend code

➢ Add an Apache session ID for REST/TAP queries into the codebase in order to distinguish multiple User’s 
queries from each other 

● Supporting REST/TAP in the VSO IDL/SSW client requires a small code addition to SSW in order to handle the 
Apache session ID between the VSO backend and the User’s SSW installation

● Excellent TAP documentation at ESA made the VSO development of TAP support much easier



Future plans and timeline

● Add support in the VSO for TAP queries to SOAR by Q1 2023
● Initial testing of a re-designed VSO backend to start by end of Q4 2022 (re-

designed to use an MVC framework)
● Begin planning in 2023 for transitioning some existing Data Providers 

(GONG, STEREO, SOHO) from SOAP to REST services
● Incorporate load testing of REST/TAP queries in the VSO using Locust and 

ReadyAPI



Open Questions:

● What load balancing is running on the TAP backends to handle multiple large data 
queries that can come from Users of the VSO?

● Do TAP queries of SOAR return the full FOV dimensions and coordinates of 
reference pixels of images? (useful for future VSO services e.g. cut-outs)

Benefits of adding REST/TAP support in the VSO:

● Much smaller payloads in the backend compared to SOAP

● Query execution times faster than SOAP, hence making the VSO backend much 
more responsive



End



Abstract

The Virtual Solar Observatory (VSO) creates a homogenous interface to multiple 
heterogeneous and geographically distributed online data repositories.  This 
interface permits users to easily search for and download data from those 
repositories. The Table Access Protocol (TAP) is used by some data repositories 
to mediate access, notably the Solar Orbiter Archive at ESAC. VSO developers 
have been working on incorporating TAP queries and responses into the VSO 
query/response framework. In this talk, I will briefly give a status update of this 
effort, a short description of the main technical challenges faced, and an outline of 
the VSO’s future plans for TAP integration.


